Finding the semantically accurate answer is one of the key challenges in advanced searching. In contrast to keyword-based searching, the meaning of a question or query is important here and answers are ranked according to relevance. It is very natural that there is almost no common word between the question sentence and the answer sentence. In this paper, an approach is described to find out the semantically relevant answers in the Bengali dataset. In the first part of the algorithm, a set of statistical parameters like frequency, index, part-of-speech (POS), etc. is matched between a question and the probable answers. In the second phase, entropy and similarity are calculated in different modules. Finally, a sense score is generated to rank the answers. The algorithm is tested on a repository containing a total of 275000 sentences. This Bengali repository is a product of Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL) project sponsored by Govt. of India and provided by the Language Research Unit of Indian Statistical Institute, Kolkata. The shallow parser, developed by the LTRC group of IIIT Hyderabad is used for POS tagging. The actual answer is ranked as 1st in 82.3% cases. The actual answer is ranked within 1st to 5th in 90.0% cases. The accuracy of the system is coming as 97.32% and precision of the system is coming as 98.14% using confusion matrix. The challenges and pitfalls of the work are reported at last in this paper.
sense matching, etc. It is very much possible that there is hardly any common word in between the query and the answer. Let us consider an example: "যামভয ভা এয নাভ কি?" (What is the name of the mother of Rām?)
In keywords based searching, the content words like "যাভ" (Rām)/Ram, "ভা" (mā)/Mother, "নাভ" (nām)/Name are searched in the sentences present in the repository and the answer is retrieved only if these keywords are available in a sentence. But, if there is a sentence in the repository as:
কিরযায এি ভাত্র ন্তান যাভ । (Kaushalya's only child is Ram.) There is only one common word Rām (যাভ) between the question and the answer sentence. So, in keyword-based searching, it is difficult to get the answer. But, in semantic searching, the answer will be retrieved successfully, as the number of word matching is not a principal criterion in this strategy. In Bengali language, presence of homonyms, rich vocabulary, ambiguous senses of words in different sentences, etc. make the work more challenging than English and other European languages. The preprocessing of a dataset in Bengali is also more difficult because of its poor resources like the absence of Bengali ontology, incomplete Bengali WordNet, less efficient lemmatizer and stemmer tool, etc. In the Survey section, the previous work in this domain is discussed. In Bengali, there is no such benchmark work in this domain till date. In the semantic similarity measurement task, measurement of relevance and ranking in other languages are discussed. Our work involves a lot of preprocessing tasks before applying to process the question and to retrieve the relevant answers from the repository and rank them. Preprocessing includes POS tagging of each word of the question, lemmatization, WH word detection. The resources and methodology, used for this work are described in detail in the Preprocessing section. The paper describes an unsupervised approach based on a set of algorithms on statistical parameters to rank the semantically relevant answers against each query. The algorithms are discussed in the Proposed Approach section elaborately. After the output is generated, the relevant answer for the query is decided by human intelligence. Then two results i.e. from artificial intelligence and human intelligence are compared to measure the accuracy of the system. The detailed comparison method is described in the Result and Corresponding Evaluation section. The absence of sufficient and diverse Bengali corpus forced us to select the TDIL Bengali corpus. TDIL was funded by Govt. of India and the project was executed by a consortium of premier IITs, ISI Kolkata and Jadavpur University. The whole corpus is provided by the Language Research Unit of ISI Kolkata. This corpus is having 275000 sentences almost covering 11300 pages of A4 size in 85 different text categories like Accountancy, Anthropology, Business, Art, etc. Overall higher accuracy of the result proves that our approach is in the right direction. The challenges faced during the work and pitfalls of our approach are discussed in the Few Close Observation section. Finally, how the precision of result could be improved is discussed in the Future Work.
A Brief Survey
A considerable amount of work is done in the field of semantic similarity measurement between two sentences and two paragraphs in English and other European languages, but in Asian and specifically in Indian languages, not any benchmark work is established till date.
Fengxiao Huang and his group have proposed an algorithm for text summarization using a concept graph to generate a similarity score between two sentences. In this approach, sentence score was used for summarization and the important sentences were included in the summary or concept. The concept graphs (CG) were generated to show the relationship between different summaries. CGs were mapped to a vector and the ultimate ranking was performed by summarization score [1, 2] .
Hanna Bast and her group first categorized the type of searching and thereafter they considered mainly three categories namely keyword, structured query and natural languages. They considered all the nine possible combinations of the above three types. Then POS tagging, NER, WSD and sentence parsing were used to generate distributional semantics [3] .
Valentin Tablan and Kalina Bontcheva have proposed Mimir, an open source integrated framework for semantic search over text. Mimir is conceptualized as a data-driven platform. The cooccurrence matrix and information visualization interfaces have been used for sense-making and exploratory search [4] .
Allot and his group worked on a medical database named SwissProt and ClinVar. Name of the same gene expressed in different names and use of different language for the same concept are the main challenges of sheer volume medical publication. An algorithm called "LitVar", using advanced text mining technique was proposed to extract important information from the medical database [5] .
H. Wu and his group have worked on health records available in electronic form. An integrated environment named SemEHR was proposed to extract information. It used all the NLP techniques to measure the contextual similarity between query and records. The use of ontology improved the performance of the system [6] .
Mamdouh Farouk, Mitsuru Ishizuka, and Danushka Bollegala proposed a graph matching based algorithm for semantic searching on online data represented in Universal Networking Language (UNL). The proposed approach supposed to work in the absence of ontology as UNL does not require any ontology [8] .
T. S. Jayalakshmi and Chethana C. have claimed to achieve a good score out of semantic search using the TF-IDF approach. They claimed to achieve satisfactory result while comparing with the related works [9] .
A. Sayed and Al Muqrishi tried to address the complex data set in the Arabic language and used ontology for semantic searching. Complex morphology, high inflection and derivation from other languages have made the Arabic language one of the most complex languages. The authors have used RDF and Ontological graph for searching the Arabic data set [11] .
C. Liu and group have proposed Neural Architecture Search (NAS) for semantic image segmentation. In this approach, every pixel is assigned with a label and the neural network makes a group from them. In each step, an improved group is chosen and ultimately the most relevant image is retrieved against a query in natural language [12] .
Preprocessing
Questions, given by the users, are gone through several preprocessing steps. Every word of the question is tagged with its POS with the help of the Shallow Parser developed by LTRC, IIIT Hyderabad. For example-যামভয ভা এয নাভ কি? (What is the name of mother of Ram?)
is tagged as যামভয\NNP ভা\NN এয \PR নাভ\NN কি\WQ where-NNP= Proper Noun, NN=Common Noun, PRP=Pronoun, WQ=Wh Question Next, Function Words and Content Words, in the question, are listed with the help of POS tagging. Generally, noun, verb, adjective and adverb are considered as Content Words and other categories of words are considered as Function Words. Wh-words are categorized into any of the eight classes (refer Table 1 ) namely object, person, time, cause, place, quantity, number and description. These classes are required to match with the sense of the sentence of the repository picked up as an answer. This is described in the "Proposed Approach" section. The flowchart of the overall preprocessing task is described in Figure 1 . After processing the question, results are passed to the next module for retrieval of answers, calculation of score and ranking of the answers respectively. 
Module 0: Question Preprocessing-All Possible Answers Generation
Input: Question from a user Output: POS details, type and sense of the question, all possible answer(s) generation.
Step 1: Question sentence is inputted by user.
Step 2: Question sentence is tokenized and all punctuations are removed
Step 3: Question sentence is passed to online bengali shallow parser which returns POS details of the same.
Step 4: Type and sense of the question sentence is identified using a predefined list.
Step 5: Different combinations of words are generated using the tokens generated in Step 2.
Step 6: Word combinations generated in step 5 are used to search all possible answer(s) of the question sentence in step 1 from the ISI corpus.
Step 7: Stop. Six modules are developed to generate the score separately to measure the semantic similarity between the question and the answer. At last, the summation of the scores is used to rank the sentences. An overall flow chart is described in Figure 3 to describe how the system works. The algorithms for the six modules are described below: 
Module 1: Frequency Calculation
Input: Sentence from a user (say, Sentence 1) and sentence from the repository (say, Sentence 2). Output: Matched number of words.
Step 1: Question sentence is processed.
Step 2: Content words and Function words in the question sentence are counted.
Step 3: Repository is searched and all the sentences with at least one Content word match are retrieved.
Step 4: Number of matched words are counted. If the subset of the word of sentence 2 matches with any word of sentence 1 then the longest subsequent match is counted.
Step 5: Call Module 2.
Module 2: Matching Index Calculation
Input: Sentence 1, Sentence 2 and matched keyword from Module 1. Output: Number of words present sequentially the same as of sentence 1 and sentence 2.
Step 1: Order of the matched keywords in sentence 1 is determined.
Step 2: How many keywords of sentence 2 are in the same order as of sentence 1 is counted.
Step 3: Call Module 3.
[ Comment: if a, b, c are the matched keywords then if in sentence 1 they are present in the order of a->b->c (there may be other words in between) and in sentence 2 order is exactly the same then score is 100%. If the order is a->c->b or b->c->a or c->a->b then score is 66.67%. The formula for a partial order set is used here. ] 
Module 3: POS Matching
Input: Word and its POS of sentence 1 and sentence 2 ( i.e. matched sentence of module 1). Output: Number of matched keywords between sentence 1 and sentence 2 having the same POS.
Step 1: Each word of sentence 2 from module 1 is processed.
Step 2: POS is tagged against each word with the help of Shallow Parser.
Step 3: Then the matched words from module 1 between Sentence 1 and Sentence 2 are compared to test how many of them have the same POS.
Step 4: return the count, got from Step 3.
Step 5: Call Module 4.
Module 4: Entropy Difference Calculation
Input: Sentence 1 and Sentence 2. Output: Entropy difference between sentence 1 and sentence 2.
Step 1: Calculate the entropy of every word of the sentence 1 as entropy 1 using the formula F1.
Step 1.1: Summation of entropy 1 for all the words as entropy_sum1 for sentence 1.
Step 2: Calculate the entropy of every word of the sentence 2 as entropy 2 using the formula F1.
Step 2.1: Summation of entropy 2 for all the words as entropy_sum2 for sentence 2.
Step 3: Measure the difference between entropy 1 and entropy 2 i.e. score_mod4=|entrop_sum1-entropy_sum2|.
Step 4: Return score_mod4.
Step 5: Call Module 5.
Module 5: Cosine Similarity Calculation
Input: Sentence 1, Sentence 2. Output: Number of similar words present in between sentence 1 and sentence 2.
Step 1: Words of the sentence 1 are stored in a vector.
Step 2: Words of the sentence 2 are stored in a vector.
Step 3: Transform the matrix (formed by the vector) to dense from sparse Step 4: Measure the cosine_similarity.
Step 5: Take the ceiling(of the output of Step 4).
Step 6: Return Score_mod5.
Step 7: Call Module 6.
Module 6: Sense Matching
Input: a) Wh-words and related sense of the eight classes from Sentence 1 b) Repository, classified with eight classes using Naive_Bayes, Artificial Neural Network, Decision Tree and Support Vector Machine (SVM) from the previous work of A Das and D Saha. Output: Sentences from the repository which are having the same sense class as of the question and at least frequency=1 from module 1.
Step 1: Identify the sense of the question from the Wh question word and among the eight different classes of Table 1. Step 2: From the classified repository, pick up the sentences which are having the same sense as of the sense of the question.
Step 3: Add score= score + 1 for all the sentences picked up.
Result and Corresponding Evaluation
A total number of 130 questions in Bengali were tested to measure the performance of the proposed system. For testing purpose, these questions were set according to the availability of a particular domain of data in the TDIL corpus, instead of selecting from an arbitrary domain which is not available in the corpus. The queries are from 25 different domains like Accountancy, Agriculture, Anthropology, Astrology, Astronomy, Banking, Biography, Botany, Business, Maths, Chemistry, Child_Literature, Comp._Engg, Criticism, Dance, Drawing, Economics, Education, Essay, Folk_Lores, Games_Sport, General_Science, Geography, Geology, History_Arts and Home_Science. A sample set of 25 questions are given in Table 2 . To measure the performance of the system, four groups of answers are taken: a) accurate answer is coming as rank 1, b) in between rank 2 to 5, c) in between rank 6 to 10, and d) in between rank 11 to 15.
Among 130 questions, it is observed that for 107 questions the accurate answer is coming with rank 1 by the system and for 117 questions the accurate answer is coming in between rank 1 to 5. In Table 3 , rank distribution vs no. of answer coming under the specified rank range and its percentage is shown. 
Detailed Explanation of Score and Result for a Sample Question
First, for the question-"কিাথায় চৈতনযপ্রবাফ ু স্পষ্ট?", the list of answers based on at least one keyword match, score calculation and ranking of the answer is described in table 4.
In Table 4 , mod1 is the number of matched words during the calculation, mod2 is the matching index or order calculation, mod3 is matched part of speech of the matched words calculation, mod4 is the entropy difference calculation, mod5 is the cosine similarity calculation and mod6 is the sense matching. Score of mod6 is 1 only for first sentence2 as sense of "কিাথায় চৈতনয প্রবাফ ু স্পষ্ট?" and "ভঙ্গরিামফযয ভমতাই অনু ফাদাকমতযও চৈতনযপ্রবাফ ু স্পষ্ট।" is same and both are classified under sense of place. Overall scores are coming as "ভঙ্গরিামফযয ভমতাই অনু ফাদাকমতযও চৈতনযপ্রবাফ ু স্পষ্ট।" is 7.1675, "াকতযাংস্ক ৃ কত কনময় আমরাৈনায শুরুমতই কদমখ কনই আভামদয ফাাংরা বালায ভূ র উৎ কিাথায়?" is 3.0042, "কিাথায় কমন ফভয় ু ক্ষ্ম এিিা দূ যত্ব কথমিই কগময়মে তায মঙ্গ ফাকি দু কনয়ায।" is 3.0778 and "ফতে ভান িামরয জ্বরন্ত ভযা গুকরও কইযিভ আভামদয ধভ ে, কৈন্তাবাফনা ও যীকতনীকতয উয কনমজয ু স্পষ্ট ো কপমরমে।" is 2.0398. The sentence "ভঙ্গরিামফযয ভমতাই অনু ফাদাকমতযও চৈতনযপ্রবাফ ু স্পষ্ট।" with the highest score 7.1675 is at rank 1 and eventually it is the actual answer of the question. 
Calculation of Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Score
The metric Accuracy, Precision, Recall and F1 Score is mostly used to measure the performance of classification prediction. To measure actual class and predicted class, Confusion Matrix is used having TP, TN, FP and FN. The abbreviated parameters are represented in the following way: TP = True Positive= When the actual value and predicted value both are same and right (YES or boolean 1). In our case-actual answer is coming as the 1st rank of the predicted answers.
TN= True Negative= When the actual value and predicted value both are same and WRONG (NO or boolean 0). In our case-actual answer is not present and there are no predicted answers. FP = False Positive= When the actual value is NO (boolean 0) but predicted value is YES (boolean 1). In our case-actual answer is not present but there are ranking of answers means we are getting some answers (wrong obviously). FN = False Negative = When the actual value is YES (boolean 1) but predicted value is NO (boolean 0). In our case-actual answer is present but there are no predicted answers (within 1st to 15th). 
Few Close Observations
During the work, some insightful observations are found. These range from challenges faced during the experiment to some results found associated with some steps of the work done.
Many of the researchers have approached to address the measurement of semantic similarity with the help of ontology but in the case of Bengali, ontological structure is not matured enough. Some scientists have worked to develop Bengali WordNet but that has not come in such a level that it can be used as a complete tool to process the corpus. So, we could not include the ontological approach to address the challenge. An approach of sense matching is taken to compensate for the problem depicted at previous paragraph. A comparative result is shown in Figure 4 . Here, period 1 is the period before applying the sense matching and period 2 is the period after applying the sense matching. The numerical values are representing the accuracy percentage of the score. It is clear that accuracy has been improved after applying the sense matching. For simplicity of calculation, it is assumed as an improvement when the score of the accurate answer is increasing or rank is decreasing with respect to other answers. The system is capable of processing both "Sadhu" and "Chalit" forms of Bengali language. The system is language-independent, means-it can process question in any language as long as question and the repository are in the same language.
When the direct answer is not present i.e. some anaphora is used, the proposed system tends to behave worse. Such 15 cases have been identified where the accurate answer is not coming as rank 1 due to the presence of anaphora or use of pronouns but replacement of those pronouns produced the correct result as rank 1. One such example is given below: "কিরযা দযথ এয স্ত্রী। তাাঁ য ন্তান যাভ।"
The overall distribution of the eight distribution classes mentioned in Table 1 , is represented with a pie chart in Figure 5 . 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, the improvement of automatic question answering system in the Bengali data set has been proposed using semantic similarity measurement. To measure the semantic similarity, six techniques are applied, namely-frequency matching, matching index calculation, POS matching, entropy difference calculation, similar words calculation and sense matching. The algorithm is described elaborately in the Proposed Approach section. The result, its accuracy and some of the close observations have been depicted in sections 5 and 6 respectively.
In near future, we will try to improve the accuracy of the score calculation in some specific cases where answers are lying in two sentences and the sentences are joined by anaphora. Also, we will try to address the cross-domain questions where answers need to be derived from two or more sentences.
